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YOUR

YOU

PAY

FOR

IT

Financially, it is the most im

portant organisation which

ANU students control. The

Board and its committee ad

minister the running of the Union

and have helped plan the new

Union. There are 4 representatives

of staff and the administration on

the Union Board but the other

members are students and their

representatives. Patrick Power

is Chairman of the Board, but

was not available for this inter

view; Richard Refshauge is

Deputy Chairman and Mr Gene

de Totth is the Union Secretary,

carrying out the day to day and

financial administration of the

Union.

The following is an interview

conducted by Andrew McCredie
with two people who play a

major role in administering
this place.

A.McC: When is the new Union

going to open, Gene?

G. de T: We sincerely hope that

during March we will be able to

move over to the new Union.

A.McC: Do you have any

precise date?

G. de T: The date stipulated in

the builder's contract is the
12th March.

R.R.: The board believes that we

will not move into the building

smartly just because it's finished.

All proper precautions to see

that it is completed according to

specifications and to standard

will be taken and we will advise

the
university not to accept the

building unless that is the case.

A.McC: Does that mean that
it could be possible that we

won't be moving in until after

the 12th March?

G.deT. & R.R: Yes, more than

likely.

G.de T: You must keep in mind

that we burnt our fingers when

we moved into a building pre

maturely namely the present

building and we are still living

with a number of faults which
the rusn caused.

A. McC: Was there any set date

set by contract
—

any penalty

clause?

G. de T: No. In university con

tracts there is never a penalty

clause because you cannot pos

sibly show loss of profit. Neither

the university or unions work on

profit. This has been tried in

the high court at the University
of WA.

A.McC: So that in other words

we have no means of enforce-
'

ment?

G. de T: None at all and the only
reason why we moved into the

present Union prematurely was

because of meal commitments

to Burton and Garran. We will

not prematurely enter the new

Union.

A. McC: Are you satisfied with

the new building Richard? Does

it suit student needs?

R.R.: It's impossible to tell that

until it starts being used except

to say that when we planned it

we took as much account as we

could of student activity
— and

on that sort of basis, yes, we

were satisfied. Since then and

since the plans have been firmed

up there have been a number of

developments that I think have

made the building slightly un

satisfactory. I think now for

instance, we have too small a

bar area, but we are utilising

carefully the facilities of the

meetings room etc. to increase

our liquor capacity and I think .

in the end we'll be satisfied.

The building looks good to me —

there are innumerable small

faults — there always will be.

A. McC: My thoughts on the new

building are that its nearly all

'bar and bureaucracy' — there's

no library area like at Melbourne

University for instance, where

they have a small library which

has a good music room and a

selection of records; they have

quite a good collection of books,
and magazines, and they have an

art gallery there as well.

R.R.: Well, if I can put that

slightly in perspective — the most

important thing the Board of the

time saw was bricks and mortar.

Now in the case of, say, the.

music room, we've got a very

satisfactory music room I believe

the only problem is we haven't

got enough money to fit it out

as a music room. We haven't

got the internal equipment in

yet because of cost. Certainly

it's not true that it's all 'bar &

bureaucracy'. There's a very

large games room which will be

well equipped. On the one

hand you have a lot of little

areas set aside for specific pur

poses, on the other hand you

have a lot of large areas that are

fairly flexible and we've chosen

that second alternative. The

meetings areas are very consider

able — the refectory is very

large and that will be not only

for eating but also for meetings
and for balls and functions and

so on. There's a very compre

hensive and improved societies —

clubs & society's area with a

dark room, a film editing room,

a poster room. There is a quiet

reading room which could well

become a small library but we

LEST WE FORGET

THE CANBERRA THEATRE TRUST

in association with

CTC CHANNEL 7

presents the

MELBOURNE THEATRE COMPANY ?

% yf GOOGIE WITHERS

AN IDEAL HUSBAND
directed by George Ogilvie Thesparkling wit of Oscar Wilde

and

THE CHERRY ORCHARD
''''?''?I Hv .Inhn Sumni'r Chekov's Tender and Affectionate Comedy

;
ANOTHER NOT-TO-BE-MI!jSED SEASON BY THIS OUTSTANDING COMPANY

Rod Anderson. Ban ii- Bar -la, Simon Chilvers, Jennifer Claire, Michael Duff iulcl.

Gail Evans. Robin Hardinian, Wendy Hughes. Irene Inescoit. Tony Llewellyn-Jones.
. Sandra Lee Patterson. Malcolm Phillips, Dinah Shuaiing & Frank Tilling.

Gaogiu Withers ,inil Dtumis Olscn np/xmr in hot!) plays.

AN IDEAL HUSBAND — 2 performances

Tuesday 8/ Wednesday 6th & 7th March at 8 p.m.

THE CHERRY ORCHARD - 2 performances.

Friday & Saturday 9th & 10th March at 8 p.m.

BOOKINGS NOW OPEN AT: Canberra Theatre — 497600

Bourchiers — Kingston

Swing Shop — Woden Plaza

PRICES - $3.50, $2.50 STUDENTS PAY ONLY - $1.80, $1.30

(Student cards must be produced)

BOOK NOW - AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT CANBERRA THEATRE
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UNION

don't believe that a library is

really necessary. First of all

our. reading room loses all its

materials and we haven't phy
sically got the finances to afford

a librarian. It is very rare that

you don't get seating space in

the SGS Library. And the other

thing you mentioned, the art

gallery, well we had a promise
from the Architect, who'd no

longer the Architect to lepd us

some paintings and it's our

intention at least to make sure

that there are paintings around

this building.

G. de T: We are endeavouring
to increase our art collection

as wel I
as borrow art works.

A. McC: Richard. Do you see

some of these large rooms develop
ing into rooms like the meeting's
room downstairs which is very

large very cold and almost always

empty? Any meeting I've ever

known held there has been un

successful.

R.R.: The meetings room is a

totally unsuccessful room and we

have made sure there will not be

a duplication of that room in the

new Union. It has been a pretty

disasterous sort of situation
—

the new meetings rooms are car

peted —

partly carpeted. Gene?

G. de T:The disectable meetings

room is partly carpeted and

partly vinyl floor.

A. McC: What about the ven

tilation in the new building?

R.R.: It's all mechanical ventil

ation. It's not air conditioning

and that's another sadness, but

again it's a problem of money.

It should be adequate. We believe

that provided that no-one has

been telling us big lies and

hiding that fact successfully, the

ventilation will be adequate.

G. de T: We, of course, have a

grudge in connection with win

dows — the windows are far too

small.

R.R.: The windows are bad!!!

G. deT: The fault with the win

dows in the new building are

while they are bigger than the

slits in the old building they

are still slits. Also there are too

few opening windows. It was

specifically asked by the Devel

opment Committee that the

windows should be large, but

the architects aesthetics seem

to have determined otherwise.

A. McC: Many people I've

talked to are very sad to leave

this building because it is

ugly, it's grotty, it's small.

Even the most timid fresher

coming here feels superior to

this building
— he feels he can

let himself go here. Is the new

building going to be too good
looking and therefore overawing?

R.R.: There have been many

freshers that I've spoken to who

have had no cause to in many

cases, I believe the new building

will help to increase activity at

ANU. Gene will be terrified in

the new building because the

walls will be dirtied, posters
will be stuck up all over the place,

beer will be spilt on the floor —

It will be a lived in place. It

will be big
—

its huge — even I,

well perhaps not even
I, but I

find Melbourne's Union awe —

inspirit. But our Union will be

much warmer — we have outgrown

our old Union — what I think

will happen is that the same old

cliche in the same old

.

will be dislodged and some new

people will move into the new

building and continue to unite,

be active. We are away.

G. de T:
I think that within the

year, as soon as the services

are fully operating, that people

will like the new building. Of

course, I'm going to be horrified

if there is damage but I'm going

to be horrified for one solitary

reason — because some of the

fittings in the new Union are

moveable and flexible and break

able especially the walls. These

are much more easily broken

than the brick walls in the present

Union. I'm only horrified be

cause somebody's got to pay and

make it good — and this is coming
out of your profits. I'm not

looking forward to the day when

the Union fees finance breakages

yet this could happen in the new

Union. But I don't think people

will go about vandalising as the

internal set up in the new Union

will be much more attractive

than in the present one and

according to at least one school

of thought this tends to have

some influence on people and

patterns of useage; behaviour

if you like, to put it that way.

A. McC: This is the over-awing (

effect I mentioned before? 1

G. de T: No. It's not an over-
(

awing effect at all. I don't think .

it is necessary to live in a grubby |
small place to feel good. I think

you can live in a palace and ? ?

R.R.: The Union will be no palace.

I think there will be an over

awing effect
—

hopefully that

will soon give way to a feeling

of respect for a Union that has

largely been built by student

money. The Union is costing

approximately $1 .1 million

and of that a quarter of $1

trillion comes directly from

student fees and a further $30,000
has been accrued by the Union

thru the development fee.

Added with the cost of furnish

ing $300,000 has come from

student money.

3. deT: When you consider that

:his present Union is only Eight

/ears old we have been doing

:omparatively better in regard

to self help than almost any other

Jnion when they were eight

/ears old. It is a wonderful oppor

tunity to move into a new Unipn
when the old one is only eight

years old.

R.R.: If I can quote G.K.

Chesterton describing Christianity
as would be paraphrased these

days 'Don't knock it until

you've tried it.'

A.McC: Thank you

Richard, Gene.

WE CAREREFSHAUGE DE TOTTH

ORIENTATE YOURSELF
TO THE WAYS
OF THE AMBER FLUID
HI5 A'1' $5 A DOZEN CANS
OTCIAL O-WEEK PRICE
AT UNION BAR
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AND HERE'S
THREE WAYS TO GET
INVOLVED

social
action

There is growing disillusionment

with the quality and quantity
of '.'welfare services', particularly

in Australia which seems to be

lagging years behind the rest of

the world. Australia is rife with

charity organisations and 'hand-

out'style government agencies.

Perhaps there will always be in

dividuals ih society who need im

mediate support and this of course

should be provided. But at the

moment most if not all organisat
ions are modeled on a short

sighted 'band aid' approach. The

effect of this, style of activity is

to produce a 'poor' or 'dis-

tressed' population which is

more and more reliant on an out

side body, with a consequent re

duction of self-esteem and ability

for independent action. These

problems are compounded by the

fact that so often the hand-out

donor has very little real know

ledge of the social environment

of the recipient, and usually come

from a completely different class

of society. This problem is es

pecially acentuated when an in

dividual 'deviant' is singled out

of a particular community and

treated in isolation for behaviour

which may be in fact quite acc

eptable in her/his community but

does not conform with the be

lieved norm of a person usually

frqm another environment. Even

more bizarre are the criteria of

success of many of these organ

isations, that is how many cases

(not people) it has handled, how

much money and goods have been

handed out, or even the nice

feeling the donor of this aid

maybe left with.

Social Action aims at escaping

from this dependency syndrome.
On the one hand helping people
in dire need, but only in the con

text of a constructive change in

society. This can be done if a

community can organise itself

in such a way that it determines

its own problems and how they

can best be overcome. Our role

in this situation should be limited

to that of a catalyst or at most

backing up the organisation

initially with resources and per

haps helping generate alternative

strategies. On the other hand

giving assistance to groups who
have asserted their independence
and who are in need of research

and other facilities or political

lobbying which they are unable
to manage. It seems only in this

way that meaningful change
can be brought about, not by
band-aid short sighted activities

which in the final analysis are

simply ego nurturing and protect

ion of the established order.

If you are concerned with

society in all its facets, then

bring your, body and ideas along

to the Social Action Annual

General Meeting, 7.30 Tuesday
6th March, Union Meetings

Room.

Simon Clough,

Social Action.
develop
-ment

action
— began with a concern for

helping the Third World
— now realises that the Third

World begins close to home.

Aborigines, migrants, black

South Africans, the people of

Niugini, Vietnam ... it is a

strange person who cares all about

people in Hanoi, but not 'about

the lonely person in their corridor.

But it's a hard thing to find that

our way of life is only possible

because the Third World is ex

ploited. It's a myth to talk

of them 'developing', to reach
our standard of living. The

earth's resources are limited.

Our way of life is one that the

earth could not support for every

person on it. That is
—

we are

living at a level of material wealth
it is inconceivable that most of

the world could ever reach.

Development — is realising that

you can charge your own sit

uation —

is becoming a person.

Who are we — What are we doing?
ANU Development Action is

just a name. World University
Service is providing us with an

office in Childers Street for a

Resource Centre. Community
Aid Abroad, Action for World

Development and International

Development Action and Third

World First are providing the

books and handicrafts. We will

be stocking everything from

lllich and Freire, to Helder

Camara.

We hope to open the Resource

Centre two afternoons a week.

Needed: Volunteers to man it.

Meanwhile — a research project
, into coffee (the biggest single

commodity after oil) and the

international economics of it.

How much does the grower get
out of what you pay for a jar of

coffee? Where does the rest go?
We'll be focussing especially on

Niugini and its situation.

Needed: People interested in

investigating any of these areas

*

Niugini — social development
*

Niugini:— political and

economic development.
*

Coffee: the international

polities of the coffee trade
*

Coffee: What's life like for

plantation workers in Brazil,

Angolia
*

The operations of

coffee companies,

and other areas

Interested?

Study Group: on development
concepts — how trade, aid and

private investment work for and

against the Third World countries.

Specialists in these areas to open

discussion. Nor will it just be

talking.

Our philosophy of action is an

experimental one. We're not

afraid of chaos and conflict. Nor
of institutions when they're

necessary. We hope to make

room for people to work creat

ively in their own way. No —

that's too paternalistic a directive,

We hope we'll stimulate people
to have more confidence in their

ability to act and trigger things,

off. Plus offer a chance in our

coffee project to work together,
on something big, and hopefully

politically significant.

Contact People

Anne McLaren, )

Ann Pickering, )

Peter Hartley )

^ruce ^a'

Graeme Williams
)

Tim Brennan, Sacred Heart

Monastery, Federal Highway,
Watson.

George Garnsey, Chaplain's Office.

the

earning
exchange

....is as old as language. And

learning exchange is what happens
not because they are compelled

to, but because they genuinely
want to learn. It is relevant,

doesn't stop when you leave school!

With the aid of a phone and a

filing system learning exchanges
can be arranged.

If you want to learn, or if you

have something to teach this

will tell you how to make a learn

ing Exchange possible.

The local community is a reserv

oir of information and skills and

often the only problem is how

those who wish to learn can find

those willing to teach. The attempt
to create a situation whereby ideas

and information can be freely

exchanged has involved us in

three ways. A telephone and

mail service, a regular publication
in the newspaper format and a

learning resources shop.

The Phone Service

The basic operation is as simple
as its aim. Supposing a Mr Brown

of Heidelberg feels that it's time

his lemon tree was pruned but he

is not sure of the best way of

doing it. Mr Brown, knowing of

the Learning Exchange, rings

503286 and explains his request .

The Learning Exchange makes a

search of all the listed resources

on pruning and Mr Brown is

advised of all the people who

could possibly help him and how
and when they can be contacted.

If the information is not readily

to hand then members of the

group will go out and find some

one who has the particular know

ledge and who, which is more

important, is willing to share it.

Of course, particular regard
would be given to those informat

ion resources that were nearest

to Mr Brown's home. It's as

simple as that.

The Newspaper
It is envisaged that future editions

of the Learning Exchange public
ation will totally be given over to

a comprehensive coverage of

currently available learning oppor

tunities. We are therefore anxious

to receive information converning

classes, films, seminars, travel

opportunities, materials etc.

The Shop
. Early in the project the group's
time and efforts were channelled
into the creation of an Educational

Resources Shop at 1078 High St.,

Armadale. The shop sells toys,

games, books, and craft products
and the response to it has been

enthusiastic and encouraging. It

operates under the name of The

Lexicon Firm which is a non-profit

making concern; all monies coming
from it go into the cost of main

taining the Learning Exchange.
Formal registration under the

Co-operation Act is being inves

tigated.

The amount of involvement one

decides to have in the operation
of the Learning Exchange depends
solely upon the individual. This

also applies to those people who

have agreed to act as information

resources. Many people have

filled in 'availability forms' on

which they state the information

or skill they have (e.g. wine making,

cigarette card collecting) and

how often they would be free

to talk to someone about it and

how they should be contacted. The

number of referals in any given

time can be limited so that part

icipants will not be inconvenienced

by continuous enquiries.

If you are interested in the

Learning Exchange you can find

out more by going to 1078 High

Street, Armadale, Vic. or phoning
50-3186 or 509-0164 or D.Davies

.
SRC Office ANU.

[
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-fervently hopes that

~tials ad does not

appear oppo^rfce,

Something
obscene

(like last year)
:

.

? ? and they paid $64 to say so.
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THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND IN AUSTRALIA

ST. PAUL'S

Corner Canberra Avenue and Captain Cook Crescent,

MANUKA, ACT

Holy Communion — 7am, 8am. Sung 10am.

Evensong - 7.30pm.

You will be welcome. Make yourself known to the clergy.

Rector: The Venerable Archdeacon N.J.Chynoweth, E.D., M.A.,

B.D., Th.L.
L .

?
!

NATURAL FOOD STORE

Moparo Mall

5% discount on'

vitamins for students.

? ! ? I

LOST

Would the lovely lady locket

finder please return it to

Rigmor-Helene Berg at Garran

Hall or the Woroni Office and

receive reward.
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CENTER CINEMA NOW SHOWING

R Certificate - no-one between 6 and 18 admitted. Nightly at 8; matinees at 12 noon,
Tuesday to Thursday; also at 5 on Friday and Saturday. Book now on 497979

Student concessions, Mon-Fri. ($1 .60)

ANU Sports Union-.

Sports Council Elections.

Notice is hereby given that the

Annual Election for Officers

and Council of the Sports Union

for 1973 will be held on Monday
19th, Tuesday 20th and Wednesday
21st March.

Nominations for the position of

President, Vice President, Treasurer

and six Council Members will

close at 4.00 pm on T uesday
13th March.

Further information and electoral

regulations are available from the

Sports Union Office.

Neil Gray, Executive Secretary.

Put together by :

Andrew Mcredie

Rigmor Helene

Charlie Dickens

Penny Joy
David Davies

Helen Shepherd
Alan Goodson

David Wright

(O'Week Supplement)

John Grimau

(Business Manager)

Orient yourself musically too —

call into

TUFFINS MUSIC HOUSE
Monaro Mall, City

Phone 498561

Also at 'Southlands', Mawson.

Phone 864263

For: Instruments, Sheet music, accessories. j

i

R & J GENGE PTY LTD
7 Lonsdale Street, Braddon. 497923

Service on any make. Sales — Suzuki, Triumph, and BSA

cycles. Spare Parts — helmets and accessories. Deposits — on

new & second hand from 10%
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^^555^^ (advertisement)

j

On behalf of the Union Board of Management I would like to

welcome all new students to the Union.

The Union is the extra-curricular and amenities centre of the

University and as the majority of its members consists of stud

ents, the Union's main aim is to provide for the non-academic

needs of Students while they are at the A.N. U. Please visit

and use the Union, its services and amenities whenever you are

at University — to relax, to meet friends or other members of

the academic community, staff & students and to participate

in activities held there. These are aimed at making the period
of your study at the A.N.U. more fruitful and enjoyable.

The Union is interested in much more than merely providing

you with amenities. We know that the food and bar services,

the games, common room and reading facilities are important,
and often, the only facilities some students use, but the Union

has also facilities you may use to make University life more

interesting and rewarding. Therefore the Union is keen to

obtain your support and participation in all aspects of Union

life. This will become even more important when we shortly

occupy our new building.

The Board of Management and a large number of past and

present members of the Union have worked to achieve improve
ments in the services, amenities and working pattern of the

Union. In spite of this, our present premises have become far

too inadequate. The result of many years of endeavour is the

new building which we will occupy shortly. This will be a vast

improvement over our present Union in services, space and flex

ibility of usage and, although not completely fitted out because

of shortage of funds, it will provide you with a better atmosphere,
a chance to do your own thing and to live a freer life.

You are to become a member of a community where the key
w6rd is individual freedom provided that you do not interfere

with the freedom of others. This has not meant however, that

there are no common aims or interests, and these have led to

both past improvements and in obtaining the new building.

These improvements and development became possible partly

through the University's and the Commonwealth's assistance

in providing capital funds and partly through student endeavour

through a very substantial self help programme — in the case

of the New Union, amounting to approximately one third of the
overall cost.

The Board of Management would not have been able to achieve

this without a great deal of co-operation and support from stud

ents, past and present, and it looks forward to continuing the
work of promoting the interests of members.

I regret that, for reasons beyond the Board's control, the new

building could not be completed in time for Orientation Week.

Thus, we must still make use of the old building and as we have
limited cooking and washing up equipment, we can only provide
limited services and amenities. While much of the old equipment,
reconditioned, is being installed in the new building. Therefore
the Board asks all members to bear with us, and to put up with
a short period of hardship during which only limited services

and amenities will be available until we move over to the new

building.

It is hoped that the complete changeover will take place early in

First Term. Until then the Union will provide as many of its

standard services as it can.

The new building has many facilities we do not have in the present

one and, above all, it has flexible, well designed space which will

serve multi-purpose use.

The shifting of the Union to its new premises is a challenge which

the Board, its Committees and all members of staff are keen to

meet. I would like to ask you all to join us in taking up this chal

lenge also and to co-operate with us in making a really unique and

successful Union for the benefit of all members.

Patrick Power,

?

CHAIRMAN, UNION BOARD OF MANAGEMENT

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

in the PRESENT building

from Orientation Week (26th Feb.) to Moving Day

Time Building Upstairs Snack Liquor Bar

Lounge Bar Service

Service

Monday 9am -10pm 9am -10pm 9am - 7pm 12 noon -2pm.

to 5pm
- 7.30pm.

Friday 9am - 10pm 9am - 10pm 9am - 7pm 12 noon - 2pm.
5pm -10pm.

Saturday 11am -10pm 11am -10pm 11am -6pm 2pm -10pm.

Sunday 1pm - 2pm 1pm -2pm Closed Closed

4. March for Cricket

Luncheon

7pm - 1 2

midnight For Orientation Week Concert with limited

Liquor Service

Sunday
(other Closed Closed Closed Closed

than

above)

^6^ THE NEW SHOP

IN THE NEW BUILDING

^
WILL BE BETTER
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